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Finally!  We arrive  at  the  gates  of  Candle  Keep.  It  seems like  ages  while  we have  been 
travelling just a few months. Just for a few days a ‘normal’ life again. No running for the 
zenths, the reds and the dragons. And all the others…

And hopefully we get rid of that book. And the sword. 

They led us to halls of books and moor halls and more halls and… a little after things are 
getting to be boring we arrive at a gathering of the people who may know about the books.

We tell the tale. Well… I guess Reed is a little more open in revealing some details than I am.

The books are kept in a prepared room. At least I hope so. Otherwise this may well be the end 
of Candle Keep as we no know it.

Good… we still get our payment. What seemed a large amount when we started this journey it 
now seems just a tip. But then again… also dragons probably start their horde with small 
amounts .

Time to do some research. First some loose ends like the finger we are having with us.

Then real  work.  Try do  some learning in  the  spell  books we are  having.  Maybe wasted 
‘Candle Keep’ time but still useful to me. And find some other mages willing to trade spells.  
This was harder then I thought. I get away with fancy blade spell .

Now lets find out why Grimwald is so nervous about the shadows…

They must have nice books about Shar… Hey… shadow weave… Cool. 

And we are offered a new job. Find the elven book…. And get access to the  guardian books. 
Well there are interesting topics…

I vote we can look for those pages. If it can be combined with other urgent matters. Like 
finding some elven artefact in a cave with crystals (if I remember well…). Well may be a 
page after all…

And find out what the orcs are doing with lots of scrolls. And find out if we can take them 
from the orcs before they can use ‘m.

And find out if I want to be a Harper… depends on payment I guess. It must be good if the 
risk is ending up as a finger in a bottle…

For the next few days… read a bit… relax a bit… Quality time with the cat…

I wonder if we have some gold left from our payment when we leave this (relative) luxury 
resort…
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